
    Dear TBE Parent,

 

While this year will undoubtedly go down in history as one of the hardest times for

families filled with pressure and uncertainty, it is also a time for possibility. The

struggle IS real right now, especially for parents, and the growth is real too. This is a

time when in the hardest moments, and also the best, you can lean on your families'

Jewish values, whatever that means to you. 

 

Developmentally speaking, though you may be fantasizing about locking them

outside, your children are lucky to have this extra time with you at home. Unlike

children before or probably after them, they will have had more time to connect with

you, learn from you, and you them. Having seen them at home learning, you will make

a more empathic and effective support for them academically and emotionally in the

future. While so many other demands took away from the possibility of establishing

meaningful family rituals at home just a few months ago, this is a window where there

just might be a tiny bit more wiggle room to build or strengthen your very own Jewish

and Jew-ish traditions; meaningful and reliable moments that can manufacture

resilience and cultural identity for your family. 

 

Even before the days of Covid-19, there was talk of a new trend across the world of

people of all ages (Jewish and not Jewish even), returning to a regular observance of

Shabbat in some personally or socially meaningful way. As we all recognize a craving

for mindfulness (presence and meaning), deeper connections with those we care

about, and living our best lives, the value of slowing down each week to purposely

honor our own values has become not just a tradition, but truly attractive to many.

There are even apps developed, such as OneTable to help individuals and families

make the most of Shabbat by connecting to others or by finding material that truly

resonates with them. 

A Note for Parents

For me growing up, attending Shabbat services every week on Friday

was the ritual, until it wasn't the best fit for my family anymore. Then it

became challah french toast every Saturday morning with the hamotzi.

When I got older and busy enough to miss challah french toast, it

became making sure that each family member found 5 seconds to tell

the other one "Shabbat Shalom" on Friday or Saturday with a hug, a

phone call, or a text. Now as an adult, if I skip a weekly pause I feel it,

and if I'm struggling with something, I know that's a good place to start

over each week. 

 

More on the other side....



My challenge to you is to find little ways this summer to fortify your family with manageable

moments of value. Whether that's pausing for gratitude before eating, doing a miztvah as a

family once a month, or taking turns cooking (or ordering) Shabbat dinner (or something

entirely different). If you hear a voice in your head saying "screw your challenge, I'm

challenged enough right now", then pocket this for another time knowing that even just

putting one step in front of the other through this Is enough and is modeling strength for

your children. 

 

In each of these bags along with other small gifts and educational tools, your children will

find cards from the "How Jew You Do" family conversation starter deck. For inspiration

about how to use these cards (or in case you're interested in ordering the full deck), the

deck's instruction cards are copied below. Once you've used the conversation starter

provided, ask your child to come up with an idea for what to do with it next. Maybe trade

with another TBE family (in some socially-distant way of course), use It as inspiration to

generate new conversations starters, turn it into art, or maybe gift it to someone else. 

 

Please feel free to email me with thoughts and questions or for some words of support

during this difficult time. In my private practice, I work with many parents towards family

wholeness and wellness, and though I can't be a therapist for TBE families, I may be able to

lend some helpful perspective, point you in the direction of relevant resources, or refer you

to some method of parenting self-care. I also encourage you to reach out to one another.

Being there for one another during crazy times is a cornerstone of being a community and

that's what you are to one another. Everybody is experiencing highs and lows right now. Use

the TBE Parent Network Facebook page to connect to one another broadly or privately to

share ideas and to lend an ear. 

, Sarah Grace
sarahgrace@templebeth-el.com


